Effect of the larynx on oscillatory flow in the central airways: a model study.
Measurements were made of the effect of the larynx on the oscillatory flow profiles in a 3:1 scale model of the human central airways. A fixed glottic aperture corresponding to the shape and size at midinspiration was used. Oscillatory airflows at peak Reynolds numbers, similar to those obtained during spontaneous breathing and panting, were studied. The flow distribution to the five lobar bronchi was maintained by distally placed linear resistors. A hot-wire anemometer probe was used to measure the local velocity along two perpendicular diameters at six stations distributed through the model. Near the proximal end of the trachea, the flat velocity profiles at the beginning of the flow cycle peaked at maximum flow because of the jet created by the glottic aperture. This peaked structure was conserved during the latter half of the inspiratory cycle. Close to the carina, the jet had almost dissipated and the entry conditions into the main bronchi corresponded to those in the absence of the laryngeal model. The effect of the glottic aperture on the mean velocity was not felt beyond the carina, and the characteristic skewed profiles seen in oscillatory flows, in the absence of the larynx, were present in the main and lobar bronchi.